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1. INTROI~I.(.TIOS ANI) ~OTA’I’ION 
All representations and linear groups considered in this paper are assumed 
to he over C, the complex number field, and all groups arc assumed to he 
finite. This is the last in a series of papers whose aim is to show that p” = 49 
does not divide the order of a finite group with a faithful, quasiprimitive, 
unimodular representation of degree rz 8. If  X is an irreducible representa- 
tion of a group G, and if for every normal subgroup H, all constituents of the 
restriction S, H of X to N are equivalent, then X is called quasiprimitive. 
In this series of papers, all of the arguments, except those in the last corollary, 
apply more generally than just p = 7 and 12 =I 8. In fact, it often happens that 
arguments which hold for p .:, 7 fail for p : 7, and special arguments have 
to he used to handle the case p ==- 7. We also show that a quasiprimitive 
eight-dimensional group has an Abelian five-Sylom subgroup. 
We often refer to Blichfeldt’s theorem [I, p. 961 that if X(G) is quasi- 
primitive, the eigenvalues of S(s) for any .I’ in G - Z(G) cannot all lit within 
60 degrees of any particular eigenvalue of X(x). As in Ref. [9], we define 
i,(G) = [G : O,(G)], . if &Y acts on the space IT, x E G, and ,8 is a complex 
number, then we define C,@x) - \,e i v  F v, X(x)2. -= p G,). We let W be 
a primitive third root of unity and E he a primitive fifth root of unity. 
THEOREM I. Let p be a prime greater than five with p e - I (mod 4). 
Let G be a jkite group with a faithful, quasiprimitive, unimodular, complex 
representation X with character x of degree II = p -+ I. Let P be a p-sylow 
subgroup for G with 1 P 1 ;> p. Let N PG. Then 1 P 1 = p’, P is elementary 
Abelian, X ( N,v(P) is irreducible, N/Z(N) is simple, C,\,(P) = PZ(A:), x / ,Y is 
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real, and 2 i K C Q(y) z&eve y  is a 2’p-th root of unity for some integer Y. Also, 
[LVy(P) : C,(P)] = p + 1 or 2(p i I). Th e centralizer in A’ of any p-skgular 
element has order diziding 4p2. !f  R is an irreducible r.onstituent qf A’ 12 S 3, 
tken one of the following occurs: 
(i) R lies in the skew symmetric tensors und is the principal character; 
(ii) deg A = p +- 2 and R ~ ;V,JP) is the dirert sum of a linear constituent 
with P in tke kernel and an irreducible constituent (this case occurs at least once 
in the skezx+symmetric tensors); 
(iii) [:V,\,(P) : C,v(P)] m= 2(p ;- I), deg R .=: 2(p + 2), and R I A’,,(P) 
is the direct sum of a tzco-dimensional constituent with P in the kernel and an 
irreducible constituent; 
(iv) p =y 7 and R is a nonprincipal constituent of the symmetric tensors. 
Proof. By unimodularity and (~1, p) = 1, (1 Z(G)i, p) ~ I. We may apply 
Ref. [lo, Theorem] to -Y(G). Then P is a trivia1 intersection set, ~ P ~ = p’, 
and there exists a subgroup E with F = C(E) (p ossibly equal to G) having the 
following properties: P CI: and X 1 F has a strongly primitive constituent k 
of degree larger than p. Also, I’ is faithful on P and Y(P) C Y(F) satisfy 
Ref. [6, Hypothesis 4.11. Furthermore, all homogeneous subspaces of l’(P) are 
linear, and C,&Y(P)) = (Y(P))Z(Y(F)). Also, (i Z(Y(F))~, p) --- 1. Finally, 
XYcF)( Y7(P)) acts transitivelv on the nonprincipal homogeneous subspaces 
of Y(P). As p < deg Y I<. deg S = p -f 1, E c Z(G), F = C(E) - G, and 
AY = lV is strongly primitive. As constituents of S ~ P are linear, P is Abelian. 
Rv strong primitivity, ,Y ~ -V, where IV == P”, is irreducible. If  X / A7 is 
imprimitive, then S I X is monomial; otherwise, the p-elements generating 11’ 
would fix all spaces of imprimitivitv. I f  X 1 N is monomial, then 
:<I 1 $ O,,(iV) 4 G contradicts quasiprimitivity. Then by Ref. [6, Lemma 4. l] 
n-e may replace G by P” and assume that G -: Pa. Let Z ..: Z(G) and 
?\:,) (71,t,- C(F) - Z. \l.c now divide the proof into parts. 
(A) _Y j :X7(P) is irreducible and [N(P) : C(P)] = p + 1 or 2(p -+ 1). 
Also, P is elementary Abelian. 
Proqf. I f  zY 1 P has a principal constituent, then by Ref. [IO, Theorem], 
N(P)/C(P) acts transitively on the p nonprincipal constituents, and 
[l\i(P) : C(P)] is divisible by p, a contradiction. Therefore, [N(P) : C(P)] --= 
(p i- I)& where k is the order of the subgroup of X(P)/C(P) fixing a linear 
constituent of X / P. In particular, P is elementary Abelian. As the subgroup 
of GL(2, p) fixing a nonzero vector or a nonzero linear function of or on the 
two-dimensional space over GF(p), has order p(p ~ I), we have k I p - 1. 
I f  (A) fails, then there is an odd prime q dividing [N(P) : C(P)] and p - I. Let 
0 be a cl-Sylow subgroup of ,V(P). By unimodularity, Q n Z = <l>. Now, 
0 must fix one of the nonprincipal linear constituents of X ( P. Since 
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C(P) = PZ by Ref. [IO, Theorem] and 2 n Z == (I:, 0 acts faithfully 
on P. As the subgroup of GL(2, p) fi. g xm a nonzero linear functional has order 
p( p ~- I) and contains a cyclic group of order p ~~ I, Q is cyclic. Then by the 
permutation lemma, 0 ccntrahzes some element .Y in P - { 1). Let K be the 
subgroup of Q of order q. If  K == C<U, and C(K) has two distinct p-Sylovv 
subgroups, let P” and Pg contain these two p-Sylow subgroups, PI’ n C(K) 
and Pq n C(K). Then C(x) intersects Pi’ and P’ nontrivially, so w lies in 
A’,,l, and ;\T,:, and by Ref. [6, Hypothesis 4.11 (guaranteed by Ref. [ 10, 
Theorem]) P” -~: P”, a contradiction. Then N(K) C :V(O,(C(K))) 2 :Vr(F’) 
since O,,(C(K)) is a p-Sylovv subgroup of C(K), O,(C(K)) i-- P for some 
g t G, s E P n Pg, P = P since P is a T.I. set, O,(C(K)) c P, and P is a T.I. set. 
Therefore, Q is a q-Sylow subgroup of X(K) and Q contains some central 
element in a q-Sylow subgroup of G. This clement may be taken in K, and 
C(K) contains a y-Sylow subgroup of G. Therefore, 0 is a q-Sylovv subgroup 
of G. Also, N(K) normalizes P n C(K) =m <.v‘,. As the subgroup&’ of G1,(2, p) 
leaving a subspacc invariant has order p(p ~-- I)” and contains the direct 
product of two cyclic groups of order p ~~ 1 and, also, a normal subgroup of 
order p, the p’ group PN(K)/PZ is isomorphic to a subgroup of F, and is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Z,_, x Z,,. r Suppose that Q : (“ For 
9 E G, let CI be the smallest positive integer for which y” E,Y~ ‘Qz. If  rz ; I 0 ,, 
then wUc~~I = y”. Suppose that a c; 0 ;. Then ~(3’” s-r ‘2 Q’, g& t C 0, 
R E 2\‘(K) n n’(<y”,;), g normalizes it’” and ccntralizcs 1 y” ’ i r 
(y, R) t PZ n <y”j = (I,,,, and ,~y”~gmt - y” in any went. Therefir: 2 
image of y  under the transfer from G to Q is y  *IG:Q1. ‘rhereforc, G has a normal 
(I complement, contrary to G - PG. 
(B) let R be an irreducible constituent of X :g) S. Then R 1 A’(P) has 
exactly one irreducible constituent without P in the kernel, or p =: 7 and R 
is a constituent of the symmetric tensors. 
Proof. Let y  be an irreducible character of G. Let t m= [IV(P) : PZ], 
m = y(l), (Y bc the sum of irrcduciblc constituents of y~.~(,>) not having 1 in 
their kernels, and h : m ~- a( 1). ‘l’hen, as in Ref. [6, Lemma 4.11, 
Let R contradict (B) and y  above be the character of R. By hypothesis, 
!I a: ‘12 ,3 2. By (il), f  = p + I or 2( p + 1). By Clifford’s Theorem, tl a j’a ’ 
deg 01 m; wr ~- 0. I f  m _ - 2t, then 
1 ‘-,, -d/tp" + (777 - b);'t + lP;'t 
;; min[-(2t)‘/tpa + 2t/t, -((p f I)(p + q/2)"&" + (P + l)(P + 2)/2tl. 
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On the other hand, unless p mm7 , 
t -g 2(p -1 I) :g --((/I I-- I)(p + 2)1’2)2/p’ + (p I I)(p J- 2)/2. 
Also, unless p = 7, 
1 5 -(2(2(p + 1)))“/2(p + 1)p” I 2 :. --(2t)‘/tp2 f 2. 
This last step also shows that m > 2t unlessp = 7. Therefore, p 2 7 and R 
is a constituent of the skew-symmetric tensors. If  t = 16, then 
1 -< ,I a lj2 - 1 < 77Z”itp’ $ (28)“!( 16)(49) = 1 
is a contradiction. Therefore, t - 8. Then 6*/h--‘I 01 ‘I2 < I +(28)2/(8)(49) =-: 3, 
/I 0112 .= 2, a(1) < 16, b < 3, and in ::: 18. Then I ~~~ (I CL jz ~ 1 -< m”!tp -< 
(18)2/(8)(49) is a contradiction. 
(C) Let I’ be an irreducible representation of IV(P) without P in its 
kernel. Then the homogeneous spaces of Y 1 P have dimension one and 
deg Y = (p + 1)/2, p t- I, or 2(p I- l), with 2(p -+ 1) possible only if 
[X(P) 1 C(P)] = 2(p + 1). 
Proof. Let 1- be an irreducible representation of -V(P) without P in its 
kernel. Let T he a homogeneous space for 1’ 1 P, and let P act as a sum of 
linear characters y  on T. Then y  is not the principal character, or T would be 
invariant for N(P). Let K he the subgroup of N(P) fixing y. Then K/C(P) 
divides (p - 1)~ and 2(p + 1). Therefore, 1 K,‘C’(P)~ e$ 2. As C(P) =:: PZ, 
P has an Abelian complement A in K. Then A has an invariant space S of 
dimension one on T. Then S is invariant for P and K. Therefore, I’ has an 
invariant constituent of degree no larger than [N(P) : K]. As L-, :V(P) is 
irreducible this constituent is Y. Therefore, [N(P) : K] :. deg IS .a. 
(dim T)[N(P) : K]. This concludes the proof. 
(D) G/Z is simple. Let 1- be a representation of G of degree nz, with 
m < p - I. Then Y has G in its kernel. 
Proof. Let Z C K <i G. Suppose that (1 K 1, p) = 1. By strong primitivity, 
X ~ K is irreducible. Then by Ref. [8, Lemma 81, for all .r: E P there exists 
a p-th root of unity y  so that the primitive p-th roots of unity occur equally 
often as eigenvalues of yX(x). By unimodularity of X(x) and yX((x), y  -_ 1. 
Then x ,, is rational, and by Ref. [I 11, 2 ::= log, 1 P 1 < [n/(p ~ I)] + 
[n/(p - l)p] + ... = I, a contradiction. If  pp 1 K i, then as G == PG, 
G = K. Therefore, K has a p-Sylow subgroup L of order p. Suppose 
[G : K] =-: p. As P is elementary Abelian and ([N(P) : P],p) = I, by 
complete reducibility, P n K has an *V(P)/P complement PI in P. Then 
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(Pl , ,V(P)) (P, , P(N(P) n K)) = (PI , ‘\;(P) n AT) LI PI n (N(P) n K) C 
Pl n (P n K) : (I>. As S 1 :V(P) ‘. d IS lrl e uciblc by (A), PI ~5 Z and PI ~1 I, . 
a contradiction. Then [G : K]jp is an integer greater than one and prime to p. 
By a Sylow theorem, G == KiV(L), and G/K ‘v Y(L)jK r‘l ;\‘(I,). As G = PG, 
G/S, :V(L)/K n X(L), and X(L) d 0 not have normal p-Sylow subgroups. As 
C(L) is normal of index relatively prime to p in X(1,). C(L) does not hart a 
nornlal p-$-low subgroup, in contradiction to P being a T.1. set. This proves 
the first statement. 
Let II. be the kernel of a representation 1? of degree less than p -- 1. By 
Ref. [6], i,(GjJJ-) -.< p. If  Jl’L Z, then by Ref. [8, Lemma I], p” -= i,(G/Z) :I 
i,(G,!Jl’) p, a contradiction. Therefore, JU = G, P’ JJ’, and since 
G -z: p”, J17 :m G. 
(E) If  y  is a linear constituent of .\- P, then 7 is also. 
Proof’. Rq transitivity of N(P) on the characters of S I P, to prove (B), we 
need only find some character y  with y  and 7 being characters of X / P. 
Suppose that no such y  exists. Let R be an irreducible constituent of the 
skew-symmetric tensors of X & ,Y. Then K ) P does not contain the principal 
character. By (B), R I ,V(P) is irreducible. By (C), deg R : : (p + 1)/2, p -+ 1, 
or 2(p -;- I). As th e sken--symmetric tensors have degree p(p -l,- 1):2, for 
some R, deg R --: (p + l)i2. This contradicts (D). 
(F) x is real. The last statement of ‘I’heorcm 1 holds. 
Proof. Let I’ be the representation afforded by the skew-symmetric 
tensors of X (8 S. By (E), T I P contains the principal character 
(p + 1),‘2 times. As deg T 2~ p(p t- 1),12, if Ref. [6, Lemma 4.11 can be 
applied to all the irreducible constituents of T (i.c., all have jj a ii > l), a 
contradiction results. Therefore, some constituent has P and G = PC in 
its kernel and must be the principal character. Then x is real. Let R be an 
irreducible constituent of S 61 X, let u bc the sum of irreducible characters 
of R : X(P) without P in their kernels, let ~1 :m deg o(, and let b == deg R - 111. 
By (B) and (C), a: is irreducible and rrz == (p + 1)/2, p + 1, or 2(p -I- l), 
unless p 7 and R lies in the symmetric tensors. If  m / 2(p f- l), then by 
Ref. [6, Lemma 4.11, b/(b + m) < l/p, h -.I [nz/(p - I)] = [m/(p -I- l)] < 
m/(l) + I). Let Ri form the set of nonprincipal constituents of S @ S. 
Suppose that bi < m$/(p + 1) for some i. Then if p > 7, p = C bi < 
C mJ(p -t 1) = [(p + 1)” - (p + I)]/(p + 1) = p, a contradiction. If  
p :- 7, let Ri be the constituents of the skew-symmetric tensors. Then 
-1 -t (p m; I)‘2 ~~ 1 bi -; C ~?~,‘(p $ 1) 
=z [p(p +- 1)‘2 -- (p + 1):2l:(p + 1) 
is a contradiction. As -1 -+ p(p + l)j2 --= (p + 2)(p - I)/2 is not divisible 
by 2( p + 2), some Ri in the skew-symmetric tensors has degree p + 2. In 
case (iii), [IV(P) : C(P)] = 2(p + 1) follows from (C). 
(G) For some integer Y and y, a 2’+th root of unity, x C Q(r). .Also, 
p-singular elements have centralizers of order dividing 4p2. 
Proof. I f  the first statement fails, then we may find an clement y  E G with 
X(J) requiring a primitive nr-th root of unity (i.e., m is thr smallest positive 
integer for which x(y) lies in the rationals extended by a primitive nz-th root 
of unitv) with M divisible b\r some odd prime Q unequal to p. Then 1’ is 
q-singular. For EC N(P), let B be the image of E in &V(P)jC(P).‘I,ct 
‘: i; I’ - {I ). :Zs P is a T.I. set, C(E) r A’(P). Then C(a) is the image of C’(Y) 
in aut P and has order dividing p( p -- I j since it fixes v  E P. Also, C(z) 
divides I(P),C(P)‘, which divides 2(p -.I-- l), so / C(r)] 2. As x is rcnl, 
C(P)~ ::: ~ ZP 1 2pp and I C(zq 1 4pJ. 
I f  ZL’ is p-singular, then ~ zc 1 : 1 C([W],), ~ 4~” and u: is not (f-singular. ‘l’hen 
y  is p-regular and p f  m. As log, j P I 1;~ [rz/(p - l)] + [n/(p -- l)p] ... 
by Ref. [I I], x [ P is not rational and for some x E i’, x(x) requires the p-th 
roots of unity. Then x and y  imply by Ref. [3, Corollary 21 that some element 
in G is p-singular and g-singular, a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
(G) and of Theorem I. 
~OROL.LARY 1. Let S, P, and G = PC follozv the notation and hypothesrs of 
Theorem 1. If  ;Y(P)/C(P) .. 1 d IS zzeue as a subgroup of ant P E GL(2, p), fhert 
it is either 
(i) Reducible or monomial; 
(ii) Isomorphic to SL(2, 3), G), or SL(2, 5), where 
[Z) : SL(2, 3)] == 2. 
If (i) o~~curs, then irreducible representations of hi(P) zvithout P in their kernels 
have degree dividing p + 1. In particular, fey (i) and p > 7, X @ X is the 
direct sum of the principal character and p irreducible representations qf dqree 
p -t 2. 
Proof. The p’ subgroup N(P)/C(P) of GL(2,p) corresponds to a two- 
dimensional group over the complex numbers. The classification of 
such groups in Ref. [1] proves the first statement of Corollary 1 as 
/ N(P)/C(P)/ I2(p + 1). Now suppose that [N(P) : C(P)] = 2(p + I) and 
that N(P)/C(P) corresponds to a subgroup H of GL(2, p) which is reducible or 
monomial. Let A be Abelian and [H : A] < 2. Then H C GL(2, p) furnishes 
two linear characters from A to GF(p2). I f  both of them lie in GF(p), then 
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A : divides (p - 1)2 and 2(p j 1). Then ~ ;-I 1 divides four, contrary to 
[:Y(P) : C(P)] = 2(p + 1) ;-’ 16. Therefore, one of the characters does not 
lie in G&(p), the characters are conjugate under the nonidentity automorphism 
of GF(p”), and il is cyclic. Extending to II C GL(2, p”), we may take a~1 to be 
diagonal. As [N(P) : C(P)] -m. 2(p + I), some nonidentity element I in II 
fixes a linear constituent of Lx7 1 I’ and has an eigenvalue one. Also, by Ref. 
[IO, ‘I’heorem], the subgroup of I/ fixing that character has order 
2( p + I)/12 2 and the other eigrnvalue must be - I. In particular. I $ .-1. 
Also, det t - 1, and for some a E GF(p”), t ~~ (: i J ). Changing coordinates 
by conjugation with diag( I, a), vve may take a to be I. Let _ 3 = \\Y , where 
t diag(b, hi’) for some b of order p t 1 in the multiplicative group of 
GF(p”). 1j.c may think of the character fixed by t as (t) and represent the 
characters of P as linear combinations over GF(p) of(i) and (i,,) with elements 
of f[  operating on the characters from the left. Then all nonprincipal charac- 
ters of P leave the form (?,,) for R C- GF( p;‘) - (0;. Since (,“mi)” L = I, there 
exists an integer rr? depending on ‘Y with ly” ’ h,“. As b has order p 1~ I, 
hl, /I 1. ‘T’hen 
‘I’herefore, for any irreducible representation K of S(P) without 1’ in the 
kernel, R P has a linear character y  of /’ with the subgroup K of N(P) fixing 
y  properly containing C(P). As in the proof of (0 in the proof of Theorem I, 
deg H m= [,V(P) : K], which divides p ) I. I f  (i) occurs and [N(P) : C(P)] m:- 
p -~I- 1, by the proof of (C), deg R 7 [iv(P) : K] divides p {- I even if 
K C(P). ‘l’he last statement of C’orollarv I then follows from Theorem I . 
~OROl.I..WY 2. Again let G PG be as in Theorem 1. Let 1’ be utl iul-educible 
representation of degree p -1 2 in the skew-symmetric tensors of S (j;; .Y. 
(Theorem I guarantees existence of Y.) Let x and y  be the characters of \^’ and Y, 
respectieleb,. Then the contribution of S =~ {,q ~ .y t G Z(G), p I ~ C(g)11 to 
,, y  !I2 is at least I ~~ 4/p2. The contribution of S to!1 x Is is at least I ~~ (p + I)!$+. 
IL7o prime unequal to p + 2 divides : G ! exactly. 
I’uooJ Novv S is just the union of all conjugates of the trivial intersection 
stat s and its 
t fi(‘-- ),‘I & 
contribution is the top right term of (2. I). By Theorem I, 
,, m: I, b -= 0, I for x, y, respectivelv. Hy (2. I), the contribution 
to il x I~%, 1~ ~‘1” is at least -(p + l)z/tp” k I :- --(p -I- l)“/(p + I)p” 2 I 
and -(p 4 2)“/tp’ + I -I- I/t I - (4p + 4)jtp’ ‘- I ~ 4;p2, respectively. 
This prooves all but the last statement of Corollary 2. Suppose that q Ii j G ,. 
Then q $- p, 2. I f  q :> 2( p -+- I) + 1, then by Ref. [7] G has a normal 
q-Sylow subgroup, contrary to G/Z(G) b g ein simple by Theorem 1. Let 0 be 
a y-Sylo\v subgroup of G and C(Q) == Q x I’. As all elements s and -v with 
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[x]~ and [y]* E Q - (I) have the same centralizer in G and r(Q), and are 
conjugate in N(Q) if and only if th y  e are conjugate in G, q-singular elements 
of &’ have the same contribution to 11 p (I2 as q-singular elements of N(Q) have 
to iI p,v(oj /I2 for p -7 x or y. \Ve may take p == x or y  so that (q, p(1)) ~= I. 
Then by Ref. [2], there exist 6 = &l and irreducible characters pi of C(Q) 
with p(x) =: SJ&pi(x) for x E C(Q) - I? and 1 <: s 2:. q ~~ 1. Then 
pi j I- are irreducible. Let II’ bc the set of q-singular elements of G. Then 
J; (1 “(q ~ I))($ - s?q) 
1-y (I i(8 ~ 1)) min( 1 - 1 ‘(I, q - I - (q - I )’ q) 1 ‘4. 
This contribution from T is disjoint from the contribution from 
S = k g E G - Z(G), P / I %%I 
to I/ p ‘I2 since if q 1 / v  / andp 1 ] C(v)1 th en we may find u E C(c) u ith pq / / zl I 
contrary to 1 C(u)! 1 4p2 by Theorem I. Unless q / (p + 2), WC may take p to 
be y  and 1/(2p + 3) < 1 /q < 4/p2, so p = 7. Then 49/4 c’ q 2; 17. By 
Ref. [6, Lemma 3.11 applied to x of degree eight and the prime q if q = 13, 
we have s = 13 - 8 divides 12, a contradiction. Then q 17 and by 
Ref. [2], G/Z(G) E PSL(2, 17) contrary to 72 j I G ! and 7” 1 1 G/Z(G)!. 
Therefore, q j p $- 2. I f  q < p -t 2, then we may take p to be x and 
2/(p + 2) S< I/q < (p -1 I)/p2 is a contradiction. ‘Therefore, q =m= p ~I- 2. 
C~R~LLMW 3. Again, let G = PG he as in Theorem 1. Tl?eu p > 7, 
Proof. Suppose that p = 7. As G/Z(G) is simple, by Refs. [7] and [2] 
primes as large as 17 do not divide / G / since 72 r 1 PSL(2, 17)1. By Ref. [6] 
and simplicity of G/Z(G), 11 and 13 divide 1 G 1 at most to the first power. 
By Ref. [6, Lemma 3.11, 1lrJGI as ll--8{11-1, and 131-IGI as 
13 - 8 r 13 - 1. Then 1 G/Z(G)1 = 2”3b5C72 for some integers a, b, and c. 
By Theorem 1, x is rational on q-Sylow subgroups for q a prime unequal 
to 2 and 7. Then by Ref. [I I], b < [8/(3 - I)] + [S/(3 - 1)3] I ... =_ 5 and 
c :: [8/(5 - l)] + ... = 2. Let t = [N(P) : C(P)] and s =-: l/ Z(G)l. Then 
by Theorem I, s = 8, 16, or 32. By Corollary 2, c f  I. Let Y == [G : A7(P)] = 
G ,//?s. As I’ is a T.I. set bl- Ref. [IO, Theorem], r z 1 (mod 49). Suppose 
,Y is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G with [S : S n Z(G)] > 21”. Then -Y / S 
is monomial and there exists -1, an Abelian subgroup of S, with 
[A : .4 n Z(G)] ;, F/[8!], z 2’. BV Ref. [4, 3D], there exists N ~::j G with _ 
.-I it Ii and 
ii n .f -4 2-X”! I .4 n %(G)i2”2- s I .A n Z(G), 
so il j’ Z(G), II covers the simple group GjZ(G), and II .? I’” ..- C, a 
contradiction. Therefore, a 5:: 14. Ry ‘Theorem 1, t := 8 or 16, so 2l” ‘i r 
As 2 but not 3 is a quadratic residue (mod 7) and c equals zero or two, b -: 0, 
3 OI- 4. ATOM. (2)(34) -:r 1 + (2)(7), 2”3’ 
iicl 2’3”5” 
1 j- (3)(7) ,..., 2l”3’ A 1 (TllCJd 49), 
I -+ (2)(7) ,..., 21i3A5” 1 (mod 49). Therefore, b equals 
zero or two. Let R be an irreducible representation of G of degree m. Let a be 
the sum of the irreducible constituents of R i .V(Z-‘) without P in the kernel. 
IA b 111 - cY( 1). Suppose that i’ * / ,‘- 1 and nl :< 36. As 3 r t and 
3 2 5SL(2, 3) , SL(2, 3),, and Ns1,(2, 5)‘, cast (i) occurs in C‘orollary 1, and 
irreducible rcprescntations of N(P) have degree dividing eight. Then 1)~ (2.1 j, 
I ~. np,‘tp’ ~~~ ; 3( ,;3 -:- b”:t 
I -d/392 -i- mau(2, (m -- b)j8) -t b’/l6 
-m’i392 I max(2, r/z/8 - l/16) 
min-(8(2 f- 1/16))“/392 ~I- 2, ~ (36)x/392 -;- 36/8 -~ l/16], -r 
a contradiction. Then, by (C) and (D) of Tl leorem 1, Corollary 1, and Ref. 
[6, Lemma 4.11, the possible degrees less than 37 for irreducible representa- 
tions of G are 1, 8, and 9. As P is a T.I. set, by Kef. [5, Theorems 88.X and 
53.171 no degree is divisible b>- exactly 7. Therefore, the possible degrees 
less than 57 are 1, 8, 9, 40, 45, 48, 49, and 50. As in the proof of (F) of 
Theorem 1, <\: !-; i Y has constituents of degree 1, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, all but the 
first having 3-defect 0. Then b 2. If  T is a nonidentity 3-element, then 
~ X’(T)]’ L- 1 T 0 +- ‘.’ j- 0 I, X(T) _ t is la ional by Theorem 1, x( 7’) z 8 
(mod 3), and x(‘f’) --- 1. Let 1. and H’ be the representations afforded by the 
skew-symmetric tensors of X 0 ,Y and X @ X @J X, respectively. Then 
If’ lies in I’ 5:: S. ,4s Y does not have a constituent of degree eight, It- does 
not contain the principal constituent. For T of order three, we may calculate 
from x(T) that trace W(T) = 2. I,et U be any eight-dimensional irreducible 
representation of G. By simplicity of G/Z(G), the kernel of U lies in Z(G) and 
7: is quasiprimitive. Therefore, we may let I; play the role of X and conclude 
that U( 1’) has trace ~~~ 1 for ‘I’ of order three. Irreducible characters of degree 
nine have 3-defect zero and vanish on 3-singular elements. If  W(T) consists 
entirely of constituents of degrees eight or nine, then 2 = trace C’(T) .I 0 is 
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a contradiction for T of order three. Therefore, IV has an irreducible consti- 
tuent of degree 40, 45, 48, 49, or 50. As 56 - 45, 56 - 49, and 56 - 50 
cannot be expressed as a sum of 8’s and 9’s, the irreducible constituents of W 
have degrees (I) 40, 8, 8, or (II) 48, 8. In case (I), G has a 5-block of defect one 
and by Ref. [5, Theorems 88.8 and 53.171, G has a subgroup Q = (h) of order 
five with i,(C(Q)) = 5. If  x(h) = -2, then X / C(Q) has all irreducible 
constituents of degree less than three, and at least one of them projectively 
represents A;. Then an element of G in [@‘(C(Q))]’ of order six has eigen- 
values 1, 1, -w, --crJ, -w, --W, -w, --w since its square has trace equal to 
-I. This element contradicts Ref. [I]. Therefore, x(h) = 3 since x(h) is 
rational by Theorem 1. Let X operate on the space V. Then the representation 
T of C(Q) on C,(Q) of dimension four dots not have a normal 5-Sylow 
subgroup. By Ref. [I], T(C(Q)) has a Jordan-Holder constituent A,, 
A :, x =2, , Ai , A, , PSU,(2), or has a normal, irreducible 2-subgroup K. 
Except in the last case, C(Q)’ has an element of order three with at least four 
eigenvalues 1, a contradiction. In the last case, if H is the inverse image of K 
in C(Q), f$’ n Z(H) contains an involution jwith r(J) = -I4 and x(l) ~= 0. 
As in Ref. [4, 3F], we may simultaneously write X over the local ring for a 
valuation v  with $2) > 0 and take X 1 Q to be diagonal. This forces X(J) to 
be diagonal. Taking the representation modulo the prime ideal of the valuation, 
we have J in the kernel of the modular representation. By Ref. [4, 3A], 
this kernel is a 2-group, contrary to simplicity of G/Z(G). In case (II), IV is a 
constituent of Y @ X and the character of degree 48 is a constituent of the 
tensor product L of two characters of degrees nine and eight. The remaining 
constituents have degrees less than 36 and must be 8, 8, and 8. However, for 
the prime 3, L is a sum of principal indecomposibles, in contradiction to its 
having exactly one irreducible constituent, that of degree 48, in a block of 
3defect equal to one. 
3. &GENVALUES OF ~-ELEMENTS 
For .2: a nonscalar element in a quasiprimitive linear group G of degree 12 
with G = G/Z(G), Blichfeldt’s theorem [I] shows that the eigenvalues of x 
cannot lie too close together. Another result in this spirit is given in Ref. [lo]: 
Suppose that p is a prime greater than five, the image x of x in G is 
p-singular, and .v has an eigenvalue occurring with multiplicity at least l\r 
where 
N = n - 2~13 if p=-l(mod4), 
N-n-(p- I)/2 if p := 1 (mod 4). 
Then II = (p * 1)/2. 
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The (n --- I)-dimensional representation of S, coming from the permutation 
representation shows that N cannot be replaced by II -- (p 1) as we ma\ 
let x be a p cycle. For p 3 and n :‘,, 4, we may take N ~~ II -- 1. In fact. 
if .T has an eigenvalue with multiplicity 11 -. 1 and x is 3-singular, then by 
successively throwing in i conjugates of 9 we can get linear groups 
Hi z- ,‘,x == x1 ) .x2 ,‘..) x7), i 1 . . , .., n with n ~~ i idcntical linear constituents 
and a primitive irreducible i-dimensional constituent I7 with IL’(m) having 
i - 1 identical eigenvalues. By the classification of primitive 5-dimensional 
groups in Ref. [4], existence of I’ is impossible for i 5. 
The following theorem shows that for p 5, and n ,J 6. we may take 
h’ = II ~- 3. (For .% j-singular, s may be replaced by a power of s to take s 
to be a j-clement with x $2(G), .y5 E Z(G), and a scalar y  may be added to G 
so that (J.v)~ = Zrl .) This theorem implies that in any quasiprimitive eight- 
dimensional linear group, the 5-Sylow subgroup P is Abelian. Otherwise, 
some element in I” n Z(P) has three cigenvalues one, and all other eigenvalues 
equal to the same primitive fifth root of unity and contradicts the theorem. 
THEORB~J 2. Let G Be a finite group with a ,faitlzful, quasiprimitice, complex 
representation S on the space V of dimension II. Let .x E G - Z(G) with x5 m= 1 
and dimC,(apl,r) > n ~ 3 for some a. Then n .< 6. 
Proof. By Ref. [9, Section 4, Lemma 21, we may assume that .Y cannot 
bc taken with dim CV(~--l~~) ‘-I n --- 3. By quasiprimitivity, we may find a 
conjugate y  of .X with (x, y) :+ I. Let II - f~, y‘ . Now N and y, by their 
eigenvalues, permute spaces of imprimitivity of X 1 ZZ trivially, and irreducible 
constituents of X 1 H arc primitive. ,4s dim(C,(ami.v) n C,(ol-ly)) ;: n -~ 6, 
nonlinear, irreducible constituents of S 1 H have a total dimension less than 
seven. By the classifications of the groups of degree less than seven, the 
possibilities for an irreducible, nonlinear constituent IPi , i -= l,..., r, of 
S 1 N arc projective representations of the following: 
dim I-, em 2: (A) A,; 
dim 1’; == 3: (B) As, rl,; 
dim ITi -1 4: (C) iz, , S, , A,, S, , &<I7 , PSU4(2), and a group L with 
a normal subgroup P of order 16 and L/P isomorphic to a subgroup of S,; 
(D) d4, :s\ -4, or a group containing A, X il, as a 
subgroup of index two; 
(E) d, x K u-here K is a subgroup of S,; 
dim I, == 5: (F) /I,, S,, A,, S,, PSU,(2); 
(G) A group L with a normal subgroup Q of order 25 and 
I,,/Q isomorphic to a subgroup of ‘X(2, 5); 
Dim Y, = 6: . . . . 
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We shall show that there are no possibilities for dim Yi = 6. Kane of the 
5-elements in a simple group with a projective irreducible representation of 
degree six have an eigenvalue with multiplicity as large as three. In the case 
of a tensor product of a two-dimensional representation S with a three- 
dimensional primitive representation R with R(H) = (R(x), R(y)), by 
Ref. [11’s classification of three-dimensional groups, some scalar multiple of 
R(x) is 1, or has eigenvalues 1, E, E. The first case is impossible since Z?(H) is 
non-Abelian. In the second case, no eigenvalue of R(x) @I S(x) has multiplicity 
as large as 3 = 6 - 3, a contradiction. 
Also, (F) is impossible as 5-elements are scalar or have five distinct eigen- 
values for these representations. In the case of (U) or (E), no nonscalar 
5-element has an eigenvalue occur with multiplicity larger than two. In this 
case, X j II has only this four-dimensional constituent and linear constituents 
or this four-dimensional constituent, a two-dimensional constituent as in 
(A), and linear constituents. In either of these two cases, or in the case where 
all nonlinear constituents of S 1 II are two-dimensional constituents as in (A), 
N’ contains an element with eigenvalues -w, -w, 1, I,...; --w, ~-W, -w, 
-W, 1, l,...; or -w, --W, -w, --W, -w, - W, 1, I,.,., contrary to Ref. [1] 
unless n < 6. Therefore, (.4), (B), (C), and (G) are the only possibilities for 
Y, . In the cases where Yr corresponds to (C) or (G), I;(x) has no eigenvalue 
with multiplicity greater than deg Yr - 3, and x and y  must be represented 
by the scalar al on a complement to Y, . Similarly, there cannot be two 
constituents Y, and Yz corresponding to (B) since, then for i -; 1, 2, I’;(X) 
has no eigenvalue occurring with multiplicity greater than deg ITi -~ 2. If  
there is exactly one nonlinear, irreducible constituent and it corresponds to 
(B), then we could replace x by an element in H’ with eigenvalucs E, i, 1, l,..., 
contrary to assumption. Therefore, there are three possibilities for the set of 
nonlinear irreducible constituents: 
1. Y : 2, 1-r corresponds to (A) and Yz corresponds to (II); 
II. T = 1, Yr corresponds to (C); 
III. T ~~7 1, Y-r corresponds to (G). 
In each case, the complement for H to the sum of the I’( acts on 
C,(Klx) n C,(a-ly). By quasiprimitivity, we may find a conjugate w of x 
not leaving invariant the sum of the subspaces on which the Yi act. Then zu 
does not centralize H and we may assume that (x, W) f  1. Let K J = (x, y, w; . 
As before with (x, y), there are three possibilities for the set of nonlinear, irre- 
ducible constituents of X j (x, w). In any event, dim CV(~-lx) r‘l C,(ol-ly) G 
dim C,(U-lx) - 2 and dim C,,(OI-?x) n C’,(~l-~zu) 2 dim C,((~plx) - 2. Then 
dim C,(O~-lx) n C,(Kiy) n C,(N-%u) zz dim C,(~l~?z) - 4 > n - 7. Then 
the total degree of the nonlinear, irreducible constituents Wi of X [ K is at 
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most seven. As before, the Wd are primitive. By Refs. [12, 131, and the 
eigenvalues of X(x), deg IVi < 7 for all i. As before, deg Wi < 6 for all i. 
In the cases II and III, 1-r is contained in a constituent 11; with 
deg IV1 > deg Y, . This shows that case III is impossible. In case II, 
deg IV, = 5, SVr corresponds to (G), and IV1 / 11 = y  @ Yr for some linear 
character y  of H. Since 16 { 1 SL(2, 5)/, Y-r(H) cannot have a normal subgroup 
of order 16. Therefore, Y,(Ef)/Z(I;(I;I)) N A;, and there exists u F N’ with 
u of order five and Yr(u-lx) c Z( Y,(H)). Now Wr(u) has eigenvalues 1, t, 
6, 2, Ed. Therefore, W’r(u-is) is not scalar, in contradiction to Ref. [4], since 
W,(u-‘x) is a j-element with an eigenvaluc with multiplicity four. Therefore, 
only case I is possible. If  Y, and Ya lie in the same constituent II; , then 
5 = deg 1’, -t deg I’, 5: deg Fl’r < 6 and w leaves invariant the sum of the 
spaces on which the I, act, a contradiction. Assume that E; lies in the 
constituent kE’r and Y2 lies in the constituent Iri, . As E’,(x) and Wi(x) are 
not scalars, H’,(x) has an eigenvalue with multiplicity at least dim CC’s - 2. 
Similarly, as Wz(x) does not have an eigenvalue occurring with multiplicity 
greater than dim IV, - 2, II;(x) has an eigenvaiue appearing with multiplicity 
at least dim IV, - 1. This shows that dim IV1 = 2, IV, corresponds to (A), 
dim W, = 3, 4, or 5, and IQ; corresponds to (B), (D), or (E). Since x and y  
are the scalar al on a complementary constituent to IV’, c; IV* for K, X 1 K 
consists of IV1 , IV, , and linear constituents. As before, if 6Va corresponds to 
(U) or (E), then K’ contains an element of order six, contradicting quasi- 
primitivity and Blichfeldt’s theorem as before. Therefore, 7Vz corresponds 
to (B), deg II\ = deg Y-a, and w leaves invariant sum of the spaces on which 
the Yi act, a contradiction. 
Note added in proof. Footnote to Theorem 1: Actually, [N,(P) : C(P)] : p ; 1 
and iVN(P)/Z n N is a Frobenius group with kernel P n N/Z n N. In fact, let 
G L P”, I C Q C P, and PZ C H 2 C(Q) C N(P). Then if u E N(P),CNcp,(Q”) = H”. 
If for U, z’ t N(P), H” n H” $L PZ, then C(P) C HU n Ii” C C((Q”, 01;) and Q” = Q. 
Therefore, H ~- PZ has [N(P) : -VN&Q)] disjoint conjugates in N(P). However, 
[aVN(p)(Q) : C(P)] divides (P -~ l)vJ, 2(P -I- 11, and 4. Then i r\i, PZ ;_ 
(1 N(P);‘C(P)/,‘4) i H - PZ / ,S ([N(P) : C(P)]/4) 1 PZ 1 2 / X(P)ij4. LettingYlx 
il + /3 as in Corollary 2 and equation (2.1), we have p(1) == I, 1 /3(x)\ =-- 1 for all 
x E N(P), and (l/l N(P)l) &-PZ 1 ,9(x)]” _ l/4. As this term has not been counted 
in equation (2.1), as in Corollary 2, l/4 Q 4/p”, a contradiction. By the permutation 
lemma, K(P)/C(P) acts regularly on the nonprincipal characters of P and 
[N(P) : C(P)] = p + 1. This simplifies the proof of Corollary 1. 
Continuing the above paragraph, we can show that no G exists satisfying the hypo- 
thesis of Theorem 1. In fact let J be a 2-element in N(P) mapping to an involution in 
N(P)/C(P). suppose p ;. 7. Then any nonprincipal constituent y of x2 satisfies (ii) 
of l’heorem 1. Thenyl, == 01 -t fl with /3(l) _= 1. As J$ILT,, x(J) = a(/) = 0. As 
Z has order at most 2 and lies in the kernel of x”, y(J) has eigenvalues all *II. Also, 
e(J) has (p + 1)/Z of each eigenvalue 51. As G = P” C G’, y is unimodular, so 
p(J) ~~ I/( - l)(WUP zz 1, Th en 0 =r: x”(j) = 1 -; Cy-, y6(]) = 1 i- p, a contradic- 
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tion. The case p =:. 7 can be a handled by Corollary 3 or by using the theory of escep- 
tional characters in [14] to show only (i) and (ii) occur in Theorem 1 and use the 
abore argument. 
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